Deploy What’s Next

Sitetracker
Telecom for
Contractors
Rising labor and IT costs, shrinking
margins, scattered data, and supply
chain disruptions.1
These are just a few of the challenges facing
contractors who deploy critical telecom
networks today. But with record amounts of
funding funneling into telecom infrastructure
upgrades and deployments around the globe,
there is significant opportunity for those who
can figure out the key to doing more with less.
Sitetracker provides contractors with cloudbased Deployment Operations Management
software to efficiently manage distributed
projects, sites and assets at scale.
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Sitetracker Helps Contractors Run Better Together
Sitetracker helps you bring your projects and people together on one platform to
easily manage everything from field assignments and timesheets to job schedules
and closeouts. Say goodbye to inefficient spreadsheets and paper processes and get
ready to watch truck rolls go down, projects closeout faster, and your business grow.
Efficient Tools Improve Project Speed and Quality
Deliver more projects in less time by standardizing your project processes, operations and
workflows in one place. A template engine makes projects repeatable, helping you get up
and running quickly and smoothly, with the key milestones and critical activities that are
unique to your business. Project managers and field crews can also easily manage and track
construction, installation and even execute closeouts from both web and mobile ensuring
every project wraps up safely, on-time and within budget.

Intelligent Insights Optimize Rollouts and Operations
Gain complete visibility into deployments and operations with easy-to-configure reports and
dashboards, like Critical Activities Completed by Program and Average Time to Closeout,
to help you make data-driven decisions, improve forecasting, and respond quickly to
bottlenecks as they occur. Plus, with embedded AI, you can leverage advanced analytics to
proactively understand risks and guide continuous improvements in project performance.

Easy-To-Use Experience Leads to Successful Deployments
Sitetracker Telecom fully templatizes mobile field work to make sure your project managers
can deploy the right crews to the right sites—the first time. Live project Trackers and
Sitetracker Timeline views make it easy to quickly assess project progress and milestones
and manage dependencies. You can also communicate job information, view maps, or share
schedules and documents with subcontractors through the Sitetracker Connect Portal to
expedite project turnaround time and time to revenue.
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Jim Stegeman, Economists put the tab at 61 billion to bring fiber broadband to rural US
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Key Sitetracker Capabilities for Contractors

Proven Contractor
Experience

Improve communication and
collaboration

Develop insights and track
dependencies

• Sitetracker Mobile connects your office to
the field, empowering crews to document
progress, complete site inspections,
submit reports, and enter timesheets onsite or on their way to the next job

• Reports & Dashboards puts key project
performance metrics at your fingertips to
help you make better decisions in less time

• Sitetracker Connect keeps you in sync
with all your subcontractors for critical
dates, documents and activities through a
portal and integration to other Sitetracker
environments

Keep projects on track
• Project Templates standardize your
processes, increasing project manager
capacity so you can grow your business
with high-volume deployments
• Trackers give you a clear view of project
schedules and dependencies allowing
your team to improve forecasts and
optimize project capacity

Get paid faster
• Financial Management aligns project
budgets, milestones, and financials for
faster time to revenue
• Closeout Packages capture key field
data, check requirements, and generate
customized documents ensuring prompt
payments and satisfied customers

• Sitetracker Timeline visualizes activity
progress, making it easier to manage
dependencies, proactively identify
slowdowns, and control costs
• Sitetracker AI enhances forecasting with
predictive analytics that help you prevent
resource bottlenecks before they start

Match the right resources with the
right jobs every time
• Job Planner takes the guesswork out
of dispatch and scheduling, helping you
reduce truck rolls and project turnaround
time
• Skills and Certification Management
matches capability with availability
across all your field resources to ensure
you always have the right people and
equipment for the job
• Forms keep jobs on track and project data
fresh providing field technicians with stepby-step checklists that include mobile
photos, document submission and realtime feedback. Geofencing ensures data
is submitted on site
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Embrace a TRUE Partner
With Sitetracker, you are gaining a TRUE partner that delivers:

T

Technology education and certification, to master the platform and
increase adoption and utilization

R

Responsive community of over 14,000 users like you.

U

Unlocked value and innovation to help you realize the business value and
ROI you need as well as continuous innovation through regular product
updates.

E

Expert implementation, a dedicated customer success manager, and global
support to ensure you always get what you need throughout your time with
Sitetracker.

Our mission is to help deploy tomorrow’s
infrastructure faster, so that people
everywhere can experience digital
equity and a more sustainable future.
Sitetracker.com
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